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A2Z SEALS
Hi-Tech Sealling Technology

Seal Kits and Seals
Hydraulic seals and guides Hydraulic cylinder seals area unit are used to
seal the gap between varied parts within the hydraulic cylinder. One shows
associate degree example of the seal and guide parts of a significant duty
cylinder. There are two main forms of hydraulic seals within the system:

Dynamic seals :
They seal between parts in relative motion. during a hydraulic cylinder the
rod seals dynamic reciprocal motion between the connecting rod and head,
whereas the piston seals dynamic reciprocal motion between the piston and
cylinder bore.

Static seals :
They seal between parts mounted along while not relative motion. Hydraulic
cylinders use static seals invaried locations counting on the look and
construction. the foremost common area unit static seals between the piston
and connecting rod and between the pinnacle and cylinder bore tube. Each
dynamic seals confine a hydraulic cylinder contains a special perform to
contribute to the performance of the system:

Piston Seal :
act as pressure barrier and stop fluid passing the piston – necessary for
dominant the cylinder motion or maintaining the position once at rest.

Rod Seal :
act as pressure barrier and keep the operational fluid within the cylinder
regulate the fluid film that extends with the surface of the connecting rod –
necessary to inhibit rod corrosion and to lubricate the wiper seal and
therefore the rod seal itself accept the lubrication film into the cylinder once
the rod retracts.

Buffer Seal :
protect the rod seal from fluid pressure peaks in more than system pressure
attenuate the fluctuations in system pressure, thereby up rod seal
performance by permitting the rod seal to alter additional constant or step by
step dynamical pressure act as an enclosed excluder to stay system
contaminants, like metal particles, from damaging the rod seal

Wiper Seal :
exclude external contaminants from coming into the cylinder assembly and
therefore the mechanism accept the lubrication film into the cylinder once the
rod retracts Guide rings

(rod and piston) functions :
prevent metal-to-metal contact between parts react the radial load caused by
aspect hundreds on the cylinder assembly keep the connecting rod and
piston accurately centred within the cylinder assembly – necessary for
performance of the rod waterproofing system and piston waterproofing
system The subsequent sections contain further info concerning the perform
of every seal or guide within thesystem and therefore the choice of them.

Different Names given to Cylinders Repair / Seal Kits
* Arm * back hoe * loaders * dumpers * dozers * wheel loaders * forklifts *
cranes * Boom * Bucket * Dipper * Slew * Track Adjuster * Main pump * O
Ring * Stablizer * Back Lift * Lift * Steering * Loader * Excavator * David
Brown / Parker Pump * Break * Blade * Dump * Swing etc

Original Equipment Manufacturer
We provide wide range of seal kits consist of different seals used by OEMs
i.e. Caterpillar, Komatsu, Terex, Hitachi, L&T, Samsung, P&H Shovel
1900AL, Hitachi, JCB, Poclain, RECP Drill, BEML, Demag and various
other branded machines for the machines like Loader, Excavator,
Dozer, Dumper, Crane, Motor Grader,and other machines used in
Mines, Cement Industries, Coal Industries, Steel Industries,Sugar
industries & Oil Industries etc. in there long list of standard repair kits of
Quality Products from U.S., U.K., GERMANY, JAPAN, SINGAPORE and
various Countries for Shaft, pumps, valves, cylinders, motors, machines and
other applications 
* BULLDOG 
* NOK, SIMRIT, CFW 
* PARKER 
* KASTAS 
* BUSAK + SHAMBAN 
* HALLITE

Dealing Pattern :
We are Hydraulic Cylinder Seal Kit Wholesaler located at Princep Street
Kolkata India. We, as one of the importer imports Hallite, NOK etc in India
and through our Distributor channel, we export, supply and scattered.
Manufacturer like cfw Simrit, Hallite, NOK etc manufature the product with
most high accuracy. We are one of the wholesalers / leading suppliers and
deals in Seals of Hallite, NOK, cfw, TECNOLAN, TECNOTEX, TECNOLEO
etc Brand Hydraulic & Pneumatic Sealing Products for the Indian, Afican,
Middle East and Asian Market. Our Pillar factors that determine the growth of
our company/firm are Quality, Reliability, Durability and Price.
We are also recognised as air, jack, case, cross, pump, ram, bobcat, boom,
brake, case, caterpillar, fork, heat exchanger, hydac accumulator, hydro line,
hydroline, jcb, john deere, komatsu, lift, master, mechanical, nok, o ring,
parker motor, pneumatic, prince, pump, ram, rod, rubber, smc, valve, vickers,
viton, wipro heat exchanger replacement hydraulic cylinder repair kits / SEAL
KIT suppliers

hydraulic cylinder
A linear hydraulic motor also known as hydraulic cylinder is a mechanical
actuator that is used to give a unidirectional force through a unidirectional
stroke. It has many applications, notably in construction equipment,
engineering vehicles, manufacturing machinery, and civil engineering.

Different Type of Cylinders
a. Single-Acting Cylinder.
b. Double-Acting Cylinder.
c. Differential Cylinder.
d. Non differential Cylinder.
e. Ram-Type Cylinder.
f. Rod and Piston Cylinder.
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g. cushiony Cylinder
h. Multi-stage, telescoping cylinder

JCB 3DX
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55041004
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55042261
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55042383
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55042835
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55042842
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55042847
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55042849
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55042854
JCB SEAL KIT NO. 55042855

TATA HITACHI EX - 200
TATA - HITACHI NO. TD00716/49
TATA - HITACHI NO. TD00718/40
TATA - HITACHI NO. TD00719/41
TATA - HITACHI NO. TD00749/46
TATA - HITACHI NO. TD00751/38
TATA - HITACHI NO. TD00752/40

JCB SEAL KIT 3DX MODEL 2011
JCB NO. 332Y/6440
JCB NO. 332Y/6462
JCB NO. 332Y/6519
JCB NO. 332Y/5599
JCB NO. 550/43774

 
JCB SEAL KIT 3DX MODEL 2008

JCB NO. 332Y/6194
JCB NO. 332Y/6195
JCB NO. 332Y/6192
JCB NO. 550/43774
JCB NO. 332Y/3519

TATA - HITACHI EX - 60 / 65 / 70
TATA - HITACHI NO. TC00599/36
TATA - HITACHI NO. TC00600/35
TATA - HITACHI NO. TC00601/36
TATA - HITACHI NO. TC00602/22

JCB SEAL KIT OLD MODEL
JCB NO. 991/00099
JCB NO. 991/00100
JCB NO. 991/00102
JCB NO. 991/00103
JCB NO. 991/00110
JCB NO. 991/00122
JCB NO. 991/00123
JCB NO. 991/00127
JCB NO. 991/00130
JCB NO. 991/00131
JCB NO. 991/00147
JCB NO. 991/00152
JCB NO. 991/00156

 
KOMATSU PC 200 - 6

KOMATSU NO. 707-99-46270
KOMATSU NO. 707-99-57270
KOMATSU NO. 707-99-45250
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A2Z SEALS 
2nd Floor, 
P-27, Princep Street 
Kolkata 700072 
West Bengal, India 

 0091 98310 98320  
 a2zseals@gmail.com 

 0091 98310 98320 whatsapp
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JCB SEAL KIT OLD
MODEL @380/-
Hydraulic Cylinder Seal...
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JCB 3DX / 3DX SUPER /
3DXL-2006 @690/-
Hydraulic Cylinder Seal...
www.a2zseals.com

JCB SEAL KIT OLD
MODEL @516/-
Hydraulic Cylinder Seal...
www.a2zseals.com
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